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Aboutness

- $s_1$: “The Snowman of Jenna is cold”
- $t_1$: “’The Snowman of Jenna is cold’ is about the Snowman of Jenna”
- $z_{11}$: The Snowman of Jenna
- $z_{12}$: <The Snowman of Jenna>
- $z_{13}$: “The Snowman of Jenna”
- $s_2$: “Non-cold things are non-Snowmen of Jenna”
- $z_2$: Non-cold things
\( \square s_1: \) “The Snowman of Jenna is cold”
\( s_1: \) “The Snowman of Jenna is cold”
There’s snow telling.
There’s snow telling.

But can you guess which metatheory might help?